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Doctor Atomic Symphony

John Adams’ opera Doctor Atomic tells the story of the physicist J. Robert Oppenheimer 

just before the fi rst successful nuclear detonation. It is a horrifying story, centered 

around an anti-hero, laced with deep moral dilemmas: a fantastic, ideal story for an

opera, you might say glibly, if it weren’t at the same time conceivably the fi rst chapter 

of our communal suicide. The Doctor Atomic Symphony is a reworking of materials 

from this opera into a single devastating wordless arc. 

If the Romantic paradigm of music is that it reveals and wrings the heart, Modernism 

has discovered that music is disturbingly good at depicting “heartless” scientifi c 

themes: explosions, for instance; spatial concentration and dispersal; single notes 

expanding into vast clouds of notes; focused chords emerging from tonal chaos. 

Also, music is perhaps the best art form for creating diff erent strands, perceptions, 

and illusions of time: it’s a perfect medium for exploring relativity. The action 

of the Adams and Sellars opera (not so much a traditional plot as a postmodern 

scenario) is in fact obsessed with time, with counting, waiting, and calculating: 

its conclusion is a countdown, its climax is expectation.  

The Symphony begins with brass blaring and the timpani counting, beating out 

brutal rhythm on one note. (Adams suggests these extremely confrontational 

brass chords owe something to quintessential modernist Edgar Varèse.) But this 

counting falls apart; the timpani ceases; and for a while we have just blaring 

chords, and scattered gestures: if you like, a blasted vacuum of rhythm. Discreetly 

the timpani returns to its counting, gets louder and louder, only to collapse a 

second time. And with that second collapse the movement crosses an emotional 

boundary: the counting is transformed into a continuous, quiet groove in the cellos 

and basses, while over it the winds and brass play haunting, lyrical fragments in 

the Lydian mode—a consolation for the brutality of the opening? In the two minutes 

of this prelude, then, the crucial musical-poetic themes of the piece, the defi ning 

dualities, are sketched out: counting, explosions, scattering, and fi nally…lyrical 

attempts to fi ll the void. 

The halting calm at the end of the fi rst movement is shattered by the obsessive 

beginning of the second. Adams has the strings play furious 16th notes, giving the 

feeling of endlessly rising, in the octatonic scale. Meanwhile the winds and brass, 

a second opposed layer, play endlessly falling octatonic gestures. Just at the point 

when all the pent-up action—what will become of this terrible frenzy?—seems to be 

going nowhere, the orchestra, suddenly in unison, erupts into a G# minor chord: 

there is an immense release of energy in a climactic instant. Then again, the same 

G# minor chord, but with an added A#; then, fi nally, a hyper-romantic 9th chord, 

as if music history were evolving through these four brass outbursts. Adams has 

controlled the context such that this G# minor chord is a terrifying thing: he has 

reversed our expectations, and made the most basic harmony—a triad!—into a 

horror. (Triad equals atom?) Throughout this Symphony, these brass chords have 

a way of suddenly appearing; one always suspects the next brass “explosion” is 

around the corner; the piece is calculated perfectly so that one listens (appropriately) 

in fear, constantly awaiting the next terrible interruption. 

As the second movement progresses, visiting various other moments from the opera, 



we hear Adams’ incredible virtuosity as an orchestrator; while single sections 

or instruments (mostly from the winds and brass) get melodic ideas, the often 

complex rhythmic worlds behind them are split up between the instruments in 

a dizzying array of coloristic possibilities. This virtuosity has a sober purpose, 

however; one really feels the dispersal of ideas through the orchestra, not simply 

as texture but as a theme, as an object for contemplation. What might be fairly 

straightforward rhythmic vamps, when orchestrated this way, become strange 

and unsettling; and this fragmented quality of the “backup band” seems to infect 

the melodies too. None of the melodic ideas seem to have much staying power (in 

terms of sheer continuity): they are cut up into bits by silences, helpless against 

their rhythmic backdrop. 

In this way Adams seems to continue expressing, in musical terms, an uneasy

relationship between “science” and “feeling”… how counting is dissociated from 

the lyrical, from the humane. This dissociation reaches a climax in the Symphony’s 

fi nal movement. The transition from the end of the second movement involves a 

series of eerie string glissandos and the simultaneous, surreptitious appearance of 

D minor arpeggios in the strings (we began the piece in C, more or less): an interesting 

superimposition of tonal quicksand and emergent clarity. And over this D minor 

we hear the memorable aria from the opera, with a text by John Donne: 

Batter my heart, three-person’d God; for you

As yet but knock, breathe, shine, and seek to mend;

That I may rise, and stand, o’erthrow me, and bend

Your force, to break, blow, burn, and make me new.

The trumpet is assigned the vocal part; a powerful, unintuitive choice, given the 

violence and occasional vulgarity of much previous brass writing. Unapologetically, 

overtly, Adams invokes the Renaissance and early Baroque: perhaps a Purcell 

lament. Which may leave you wondering: is it really possible to have baroque 

chaconnes, triads, passing tones, dissonances, all those things, after everything, 

after what we have been through? You might see it as a kind of found artifact, at the 

end of the work; some fragment found at Pompeii; or something from the past 

frozen, like much of the sand at the Trinity site, into glass. The borrowed artifact is 

surrounded by minimalist D minor “refrains,” which could not be more diametrically 

opposed: they obsessively reiterate the pitches of D minor, but in a way that seems 

to purge them of all the emotive content of the aria. These two musical worlds 

(baroque/minimalist) are made to collide, violently; and in the extremely uncon-

soling ending, the minimalist world takes over, reducing D minor to merely two 

pitches (D and F) and then just one, D.

Back to a basic particle: D. Take a basic particle, subject it to extraordinary conditions,

and release the unheard-of energy within: not a terrible metaphor for much Western 

music. If you pursue the metaphor, Bach and Beethoven become scientists in 

unusual lab coats, creating chain reactions of notes, fi nding meaningful cells or 

motives among the 12 tones and arranging them so they can release emotional, 

visceral power. But neither Bach nor Beethoven could have possibly imagined what 

Adams is trying to depict; they could never have imagined such an enormous abyss 

between the humanity of the inventor and the inhumanity of the invention.



Guide to Strange Places

We could begin with a musicological question: what’s a moto perpetuo? In Western 

Classical music from Bach to Stravinsky (and beyond), it’s a kind of compositional 

fetish: music that depends upon a constant motoric rhythm, an unstoppable 

fl ow of notes. In Guide to Strange Places, Adams seems to address this genre and 

question it at the same time. He’s feeling out a unique zone between what we 

would now call “groove” and the traditional perpetual motion. He’s using a 

seemingly endless—but extremely unpredictable!—rhythmic unfolding as a 

canvas to tell a tale of bizarre transformations. 

The more one listens to this work, the more pleasure one gets out of the change-

ups. It seems clear that Adams loves elisions, and particularly cherishes the 

slightly awkward moment of overlap, when two often contradictory musical 

“characters” are trying to coexist. He’s not just shifting between grooves; he’s 

derailing his own patterns on purpose, while exploiting the imbalance to fi nd 

another groove, and on and on, in an enormous chain. The frustrated energies 

of the last ostinato have unexpected, continuing ramifi cations for the next, as 

the piece weirdly barrels forward. 

The piece begins almost prosaically, with the strings chattering along in 16th 

notes: our minimalist home base, a native rhythmic space. Behind the strings 

the marimba is humming away on C: a hidden unifying note lurking behind 

the surface variety. Adams prolongs this “normal” state of aff airs for a long 

time, anchoring our listening, perhaps so that we truly absorb and understand 

our point of departure, from which our strange travels take us, never to return. 



After a couple minutes, destabilizing forces begin to impinge themselves: the winds 

interrupt for a bit; the strings stop playing every 16th note, producing a halting 

rhythm with a very diff erent feeling; then Adams allows a triplet cross-rhythm to 

“attack” the clarity of the opening beat. Shortly after that a darker menace appears: 

alternating C and B-fl ats in the tuba and trombone, a vamp that collapses the 

opening idea completely. This tuba/trombone section, bringing a noisy percussion 

battery with it, is one of the many passages in the piece evoking a mixture of the 

bizarre, the disturbing, and the humorous: perhaps a rare and misshapen animal 

in the menagerie of the orchestra? 

Adams describes the work as inspired by a book he found in a farmhouse 

in Provence: Guide noir de la Provence mystérieuse [“A Black Guide to Mysterious 

Provence.”]

It was one of those typically French guides—minutely detailed and bristling with information 

and odd facts about the area (Provence). In this location there was a strange geological 

formation; in another, unusual climatic occurrences; somewhere else a horrifi c historical 

event had taken place or perhaps a miracle had been witnessed. A chapter was dedicated 

to paysages insolites—or “strange places.” Each classifi cation came with its own special 

identifying icon. It set my imagination off…In a sense, all of my pieces are travel pieces, often 

through paysages insolites—it’s the way I experience musical form.

Indeed the Guide is “minutely detailed” and “bristling.” The score’s bristling with 

musical characters or places (however you want to refer to them); a fi ckle trav-

eler, Adams leaves some behind, revisits some obsessively. The tuba/trombone 

conglomerate is one; a jazzy pianola is another; the sparkling emergence of a harp, 

xylophone jazz riff …A highlight is the humorous appearance of the contrabassoon, a 

slight lull in the action, shortly after the midpoint of the work. The trombone plays 

that ever-important C, and the contrabassoon, marked solo, plays it back in a rude

fortissimo: this insolent brass-wind interchange—the impasse of two argumentative 

instruments?—defi nes a rhythmic and structural crossroads. Toward the end, 

descending scales are tossed back and forth between marimbas and lower strings, 

while the winds play manic triplets. This “character” appears, vanishes, then reap-

pears; it evokes a kind of continuous circling down a tonal drain. These are merely 

snapshots of this kaleidoscopic work; one cannot possibly summarize the action; the 

piece cultivates an incredible variety, an unmanageable profusion of sound-species. 

And at the end of this strange journey, with stops at the darkest and lightest 

extremes of the orchestra, Adams executes a profound bait-and-switch. The “typical” 

ending of the moto perpetuo is a virtuoso blaze of fast notes, a last rhythmic fl ourish—

perhaps even faster than everything that had come before? Adams does quite the 

(audience-unfriendly) opposite, confounding the rhythmic fl ow with a series of 

halting, open-ended gestures, tending toward the more menacing sound world 

of the low brass. And the fi nal events, an A-fl at and then a G, are not at all what 

one would have predicted from the beginning. They are a strange place indeed—a 

musical Bermuda Triangle—a perpetual motion that ends in arrested motion, a 

coagulation into two dark, descending notes.

—Jeremy Denk

Jeremy Denk is a pianist, writer, and blogger; for more of his writing, see www.jeremydenk.net/blog.
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